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                        News digest: For Pellegrini, Tuesday was a nightmare
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                    But Pellegrini would have won the second round of the presidential race, according to the latest Focus poll.
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                        Why once culturally rich Spiš region is now underdeveloped
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                    Many Slovaks do not know this part of their history.
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                        Slovak team develops world's largest fact-checking database in battle against disinformation
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                    Verifying claims in real time would be 'Holy Grail', says expert.
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                        Last Week: Pellegrini’s “peace”-driven campaign falls apart ahead of round two
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                    Only a couple of days left to campaign.
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                        Descendants of Czechoslovak emigrants get easier access to Slovak citizenship
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                    Residence permit, certificate of Slovak Living Abroad and state citizenship can be requested at embassies.

Nina Hrabovská Francelová                 
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